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Abstract

Understanding pressure-induced structural transformation in glasses is important for designing more damage resistant compositions, since the contact damage that leads to fracture induces high pressure levels. However, although phosphorus oxide is an important component in various glasses of industrial interest including cover glasses, knowledge of the structural response of phosphate-based glasses to high pressure remains very limited. Here, we investigate the pressure-induced changes in volume, structure, and mechanical properties (hardness and crack resistance) of different phosphate-based glasses, including zinc phosphate, calcium aluminophosphate, and modifier free Al₂O₃-B₂O₃-P₂O₅-SiO₂ systems. The glasses are isostatically compressed up to 2 GPa at the glass transition temperature, enabling permanent densification of large (~cm²) sample specimens. We discuss the pressure-induced changes in glass properties in relation to the structural changes quantified through Raman and solid state NMR spectroscopy. We also compare the structural densification mechanisms during indentation and hot compression and discuss how the mechanically applied energy during contact damage can be consumed by the pressure-driven structural changes.
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